
II. THE INTELLIGENCE OF THE SCHOOL CHILD WITH
. UNEVEN ABILITIES
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The purpose of this discussion is to rlefend a thesis and point out
some of its educational imp'ications. The thesis may be stated as
follows: Contrary to the opinion of the man of the street and. to a
large extent, to the opinion of stu~ents of educati011 ani psychology,
the child is not born into the world with any special m~nt.,l ta~ents or
defects. It is not endowed with any sppcial kind of intelligence, nor
does it come into the world with a lack of it.

It is a'ieged by some that there are certain innate special physical
aptitudes that fit one person for a given vocation. while another is so
en(fowerl as to cau!;e him to bf" a complete fai'ure in th~ s~me voca
tion. For example it is held that certain innate char::lcteristics would
make an indivi~ual adept at m~them~tTcal computations and yet he
wouH be absolutely stupirl in another type of activity. Such concepts
are qHite numerous and find evpressTon in the late movement tnw"rd
the construction and a,lministration of vccational an; other aptitude
tec;ts. Some of the authorities who hold to the princi ole that an in
dividl1al rliff~rs in his inherit.,nce of special capacities are O'Shea.
Ho!lingsworth, Bronner, and Kitson.

It is g-rante'1 that whAre a s!1"cial structure is necp<:sary for a cer
t~in function. differential capncities will be present. For example, in
the service of railw:lY :lnrl steam<:hip companies. visl'al acuity and
ahiFty to rliscriminate colors are absolut('ly essential if th~ emolovee
is to preceivf' and accuratf"'y interpret si,,!,n~l'"i. Ahility ta tao rapirlly
an" accurately in occupations like typewritin~ and telegraphy is de
term;ned by innate anrt physic~l f:lctors suC'h as the flexibility of
mm;c1f's. ten r10ns, and joints. Likewise. musical ability m"y have as
a p.,rtial hasis an especially adapted auditory apparah1S which m.,kes
possihle the finer pitch d;scrimin'1tinn'"i. Or. especia'ly constructed
vocal mechanism and resonance cavities nrovide the basis for the ricn
quality of voice observed in the noted singer.

Another {(lctor which accounts in part for apparent special innate
aptitudes is early environment. Manv of the hents ani slants of in
terAc:t are rletertnined very early in fife. An illustration by \Vatson
(1925) will imHcate clearlv what we have in mind here. Consider
Wesley Smith. the son of "the g-reat economi~t, John Smith. surf" y a
chip off the olrt b'ock if there ever was one. At first th011~ht it
mif{ht be said that surely we would' h<lve to, a,tm;t that thic; tMit was
inherited. But not necessarily so. wrsley Smith was thrown into
an environment early in life that fairly reeked with 'econom:c. polit
ical and social questions. His attachment for his father was strong.
The path he took was a natural one. He went into that life for the
s."lme reason that your son becomes a lawyer, a doctor, or a politician.
I f the father is a shoemaker, a saloonkeeper, a 'street cleaner, or is
engaged in any other socially unrecognized occupation, the son does
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not follow so easily the father's fotsteepst but that is another story.
WI\y did Wesley Smith suceed in reaching eminence when so many
sons of famous fathers failed to attain equal eminence? \Vas it be
cause this particular son inherited his father's talent? There may
be a thousand reasons, not one of which lends any color to the view
that Wesley Smith inherited the tatent from his father. Suppo!;C
John Smith had had three sons who by hypothesis all had bodies .,0
made up anatomically and physiologically that each could put on the
same organization (such as habits) as the ether two. Suppose further
that all three sons began to work upon economics at the age of six
months. The first son was be'oved by his father. He followed ;11
his footsteps and, due to his father's tutorship, this son overtook and
surpassed his father. Two years after the birth of Wesley, the second
son was born; but the father was taken 1.1p with the elder son. The
second son was beloved by his mother who now got less and tess of
her husband's time, so she devoted her time to the second son. He
could not fo1!ow so closely in the footsteps of his father: he W(l!'; in
fluenced naturally by what his mother was doing. He earty gave up
his economic studies, entered society ani ultimately became a 'lounge
lizard.' The third son. born two years later was not wanted. The
father was taken up with the eldest son. the mother with the second.
The third was also put to work upon economics but, receiving little
parental care. he dri fted dai~y towards the servanes quarters. Here
he was tau~ht bad habits. He was taught to steal and later fen in
with neighborhood thieves an; became a pickpocket. Later he rte
veloped into a etrug {eind. He finally died of paresis in a hospital
for the insane. There was nothing wrong with the heredity of anyone
of these sons. All by hypothesis had equal chances at birth. All
could have been the fathers of fine, healthy sons if their respective
wives had been of good stock.

Thus according to Watson (1925) it may be seen that habit forma
tion is going on in the cradle and in all probability begins even in em
bryonic life. Even in human young, environment shapes behavior
so quickly that all the older ideas about what types of behavior are
inherited and what are learned break down. Grant variations in
structure at birth and rapid habit formation from birth, and you have
a basis for explaining many of the so-called facts of inheritance of
special mental characteristics. The upshot of it all is that ability seems
to be general rather than specific.

Now, that we have set forth our viewpoint and have tried to define
it, let us consider the argument for such a proposition. There are at
least three lines of approach. The first is the contribution of the
biolo~st. What does the study of the nervous system show as to the
possibility of a general function rather than a group of speci fie
functios? The second concerns the work of the statistican. What
is the outcome of the multitude of studies that have been made on the
intercorrelation of abilities? The third is an analysis of the results
of cases studied of special talents and defects.

ContributJon of the Biologist
Since the time the concept of faculty psychology had its incep-
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tion, volumes have been written and almost unlimited time has been
consumed concerning the location of such functions in the brain. It is
known that there is close correlation between the neural processes th~t

go on in the brain and the behaivior phenomena which we can ob
serve. So it was thought by these earlier investigators that such
functions could be definitely localized in brain structures. But all
such attempts have come to naught. Even such a definite function
as th~t of vocal langua!?'e cannot he isolated. The sturlies of Head
(192.1) in connection with the investi~ation of cases of aph~sja in the
'Worlrt War have tendeo to show that lan~ap'e is marie possible by
the interconnection of the brain as a whole. So that the first set of
facts of the biologist is negative.

A second line of arg'ument coming- from biological studies con~

cerns the inheritance of lesion or atrophy of brain structures. It is m1.i ff 

tained by some that snecial defects in ability such CIS readin!?,. snelling.
etc.. mi~ht be ciue to -ciefects in brain structure. But nf'urolog-ic.-1.1 re
search has never verified this supposition. No cases showing- innate
disability to be correlated with any peculiarity of restricterl areas in
the cortex have ever been recoriled. Tilney and Riley (1921) sum
m"lri7ing criticatly the data of n{'urology. cite no c:tc;es consi'"'ereri to
a fforo authentic evidence of loc1.ti zed l("sions or de fects. as the basis
of cong-enital difficulty in reading. spelling. music or other functions
with which the present paper is conceHled. The thpory of innate
lesion or atronhy of a cortical area to acconnt for disahility in a spf'ciaJ
mental ftmction. seems unscientific for another reason. aside from
the fact that it has never heen obiectivelv veri fieo by actual observation
of a structural clefect. This is that a th~ory. formulated to take C1.re
of the neural basis of specialized disabilities. must take care of special
ized gi fts <IS well. This the theory can not do.

A third type of argument advanced hy the hiolog-ist concerns those
who have su ffercd a loss of an ahility. Throu~h init1ry or destruction
of hrain tissue a person may Jose the power to read. write. or speak.
Hunnreds of such cases are on record as a result of brain iniuries
in the Wrlrl War. But in many cases the function was restored to a
deg-ree ,which approached the normal. Accordin~ to HoJling-sworth
(192.1) if the nurones destroved. anr{ no others. were the !meciat
mechanisms renclering possible the functions lost, how would the
restitution of functions be possible withttt repairs of the destroyed
tissues?

Thus it may be seen that all of the evidence advanced by the stu
dent of neural structures and their functions is neg-ative. And this is
admitted by some of the ol1tstamling proponents of the theory of
innate special talents and defects. Kitson (1925) in his recent book on
the Psvcholoqv of Vocational Adjustm('nt indicated that if this theory
cOll.ld be established. it woulci greatly aid the psychologist in analyzing
aptlttlde so as to place the workers at the job where he would be most
efficient. But he admits that the study of neurology contributes noth':'
ing to the theory. but rather that it teaches that neurones in a gvien
brain are not differentiated according to their readiness to respond to
such complex stimuli as a book-keeper's ledger, or a draughtlJ1an's
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table. Hollingsworth (1923) one of the strongest proponents of the
theory. concludes. after a survey of the facts, that experimental neu
rology has nothing secure to offer by way of establishing the neural
basis of special talents and defects.

But when the other viewpoint is considered, the results of neu
rological studies, while not as comp!ete as would be desired, are quite
positive. First of all, as was mentioned above, it has been shown that
when a part of the brain has been injured and as function is lost, the
function is restored in many cases. This indicated that one part of the
brain can function in the place of another part. Spearman (1927)
who is one of the leading exponents of the theory that intelligence or
ability is general. has surveyed the biological literatu re on the sub
ject and has conc'uded somewhat as follows: The general factor of in
telligence is derived from the fact that all neurones of the cortex
arise from the same heredity, and must resemble each other, as the hair
on one region of a p~rson's scalp normally resembles that on the other
regions; also. from the fact that all part~of the brain are nourished
by the same blood supply: and final~y from the supposition that each
momentary focus of cortical activity receives continual support from
the energy liberated by the entire cortex. Another line of argument
comes frem the fact that the result of studies of brain growth indicate
that the brain develops as a whole and not in parts.

One of the most signi ficant studies hearing on the: idea of equi
potential'ity of the brain'is that of Lashley (1920 to 1924). He used
white rats as subjects and his technique was somewhat as follows:
Several groups of rats were taught to solve a di f ficult motor prob~em

to the level of complete mastery. He then subjected these animals to
an operation in which a portion of the frontal divisioT\ of the brain,
which is supposed to be especially concerned with learning, was re
moved. After time had been given for recovery from the operation
the animals were put through the problem again. It was found that
the habit was completely lost. But the interesting fact wa~ also ciis
covered that if the animals were given additional trials they could
completely relearn the problem and do it within the same time as the
normal rats. He varied the portion of the brain to be removed and
found that restitution of this functiqn took place regardless of the
area removed. He proposed that the brain is equipotential in its
function and his data gives a most clear cut support to the idea.

Hence it may seem that the results of neurological studies are
largely negative as to the question of a neurological basis for the in-.
heritance of special capacities and defects. But they are positive
when we conceive of intelligence as being general in its nature.

The Contribution of the Statistician
The statistician has contributed his share of information on the

subject of coef ficients of correlation between mental functions. It
is well within reason to say that hundreds and hundreds of such co
ef ficients have been computed. But the interesting fact has been found
that among abilities which could be measured for practical purposes,
only positive coefficients of correlation could be found, when the
groups were large and the individuals non-select. In this connection
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the writer (1927) intercorre1ated the achievement of some 800 uni
versity students in all subjects taken in a four-year curriculum and
found that every coeffident was positive. Spearman (1927) inter
preted such results to mean that there is in mental constitution a gen
eral factor which shows itself in all the performances of a given in
dividual.

In the stucly by the writer mentionerl above an attempt to gain
further information on this issue was made. Two approaches to the
problem were followed, the one involving a statistical procedure with
which we neeo not be concerned here, and the other involvin~ the
analysis of achievement of exceptional students. As to the statistical
method, it may be said that the results approached very closety those
needed hypothetically to satisfy the conditions. When the achieve
ments of the exceptional students were analyzed it was foun.d that a
stunent who was superior in one department tended to be superior in
all other departments of instruction, and likewise the student who
was inferior in one depa~ment was inferior in other departments.
These results also agree with those obtained by Blackhurst (1921)
who found in a sturly of school gradin~ that the bright pupil in higlt
school or college will stanel high in all subjects. the dull low in an
suhjects, and the intermediate around a corresponding point in al1
subjects.

After considerin~ an of the statistical data bearing on the prob
lem. Spearman (1927) conetudes that they, like the biological data.
are also negative. Cases of speci fie correlation are very rare. "Over
am\ over again. they have proved to be absent even in circumstances
wh~n they would most confidently have been anticipated by the now
a-day prevalent a priori job analysis. Of special abilities sufficiently
broad to admit of measurement after the fashion that is becoming
more and more frequent and pretentious in applied psychology, there
have been but the scantiest indications. The modern version of the
doctrine of faculties has shown itsel f none the happier for discarding
the old name while retaining the old fallacy."

As in the case of the argument of the biologist, the argument of
the statistician is neg-ative concerning innate specific factors of in
telligence. Rather they tend to prove that intelligence is general.

The Contribution from Case Studies
During the last ten years many psychological studies have been

made of individual cases presentin1{ special defects. It is very in
teresting to peruse the reports of these studies and note the causes
of such defects. Most of the investigations have been made in the
fields of arithmetic. reading and spelling.

Schmitt (191Ba and 1918b) made an intensive study of several
problem cases in reading in the Chica~o public schools. She found
in many of the cases where a special defect in reading was observed
that a study of the personal history of the child revealed some conrli
tion in the health which would account for the difficulty. In oth~r

case~ it was found that the children had peculiar di f ficulty with the
phonetics of reading, that is, they could not readily connect the sound!'
of the letters with visual symbols. Some of the accountin~ for poor
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reading ability found by this investigation were as follows: (1) ir
regular attendance at school; (2) poor health or a generally run down
physical condition; (3) visual defects; (4) parents of the child were
of foreign birth which necessitated the use of a foreign language in
the home; (5) general dislike for school; and (6) abnormal and un
responsiveness to school or other social situations.

Gray (1922) made an extensive study of defectiveness in reading
and found the following to ,be some of the outstanding causes: (1)
defective vision: (2) ineffective eye-movements; (3) inadequate
speaking, vocabulary :(4) smaJl meaning vocabulary; (5) speech de
fects; (6) lack of interest; (7) a tendency to guess or memorize
rather than learn to recognize meaning; (8) ,timidity; (9) poor at
tention to content. In this study it was found that the most stubborn
cases of defectiveness in reading yielded to remedial treatment.

Similar studies have been made of defectiveness in arithmetic.
Schmitt (1921) made a study of thirty-four pupils in the ChiragtJ
schools who were extremely retarded in progress in arithmetic. Tests
of general inte'ligence were given and showed that the children were
not mentally defective. She found in practically every case that there
had been some crisis in th !'chool life of the child which woudl ac
count for the retardation. III health, such as measle". diptheria, and
other children's di!'eases, was found to be responsible for a larg-e
amount of the difficulty. Irregular attendance. due to truancy. or
g-eneral indifference on the part of chil-l and parent were likewise
important factors. One very important factor was the transferrence
of children from one school to another. This was particularly a factor
when there was a lack of coincidence of school programs. Fre(1t1f'ntly
a child was tran!'ferred to a school in which the work in arithme
tic was considerably more advanced than in the school from which the
transfer was marte. After analyzing- the cases and the particular pro:"·
terns of retardation involved, Schmitt concluded that achievement in
arithmetic requires a hierarchy of habits, arrangeo in a oefinite se
Qttence. If a crisis occurs at any time that interferes with the per
formance of this seouence irregularity in achievement is certain to oc·
cur. The results of this stuoy would indicate that, since chilrtren can
overcome this retrdation and smooth out the uneveness in achievement
through special instn'ction, there was no innate defectiveness involved
in the first plClce. They rather indicate that the defectiveness wos oevel
opmental and if the environment is ma(le satisfactory and special at
tention is given to the individual problems, the defects can be removed.

The arithmetical prodigy is more di f fictltt to account for on the
basis of the hypothesis herein proposed. There are many cases on
record where individuals have achieved marvelously in mathem'Hies.
especially of the simpler type, and yet showed less than mediocre
ahility along other lines of mental ability. In most instances no in
telligence tests were given and for this reason it is impossible to de
termin~ the aChtal intel'ectual status of these individuals. It is pos
sible that in some instances there may have been more general ability
than the records have shown. Another minimizing factor is to the
effect that these prodigies have attracted more than their !'hare of at-
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tention and secured a disproportionate share of publicity because of
the fact that we tend to stand in awe of one who can repeat the number
on each box car of a freight train after it has passed by, or can with
lighning speed calculate the number of times the wheels of a loco
motive will revolve in going from Oklahoma City to St. Louis if the
distance between the two points and the circumference of the wheel
are given. Another factor which may in part reduce the prodigious
ness of the phenomenon is the extreme devotion given to the respective
hobby. More of us perhaps cou'd reach higher levels of achievement
of this kind if we han the patience and the time to memorize such facts.

Before closing- this section of the study of problem cases, it rna)
be stated that as a general rule the indivinuals who have exh:bited
anom~lous sl'perior ability in an act like reaning, spelling', c'11culation.
etc.. h~ve exhibited a high. degree of intelligence as indicated b\'
achievements along- other lines and hy scores on general intelligence
tests. il1'licated hv Hollingsworth (1923. Galton could read fluently
at the age of fmir. Pohler could read German and Latin at the age
of twenty-one months. He was almost reac1y for the German Uni
;versity at the age of seventeen years. Bidder, a famous Engl~sh

c~lculator, was also one of the most successful engineers of his time.
Tmman Henry Safford was a son of a Vermont farmer. His power
in ca'culation was noticed when he was three vears of age. At the
age of seven he he~an the study of geometry" and algebra. I In the
tenth vear he ot1b'ishpd an alm~nac of hie;; own computation. He was
also interested in chemistry, botany, philosophy, geography awl his
torv. He took his de~ree from Harvard at the age of ei~hteen and
lat~r hf'Came a professor of astronomy at "'illiams College. We
could recount many other cases where there was a eto~e correlation
between eyteremely high ability in reading and mathematics and
su~rior abi'ity along other lines of activity. Likewise. it may be
S'lid th'lt in m'tnv cases of clefectiveness in one of thec:;e activities
there has been a correspondingly low degree of general ability.

A5 in the case of the dtlta contributed hv the biolo'!ical and the
statistical studies. the intensive sttHly of special cases of defective
ness tends to negate the staement that there are many innate talents
or ~f' fects. T,pt us now consider some of the educational implications
of these findings.

Educational lmpliratinns
If the above lines of art!ument are correct, then we must not ac

cept the dictum that the child who is ciefective in cf'rtain pha!';e!'; of
hi!'; !';chool wilt necessarily always be defective, and. likewise that the
child who is superior in one line of his work will of necessity always
J>e superior in this line. In the present di~ussion we are not so
much concerned with the problem of the gifted child. Not that every
superior child should not receive the fullest opportunity for de
velopment. If there is to be any difference of attention Riven it
should prohnbly be in favor of the superior, due to the serio1ts need
of training ab'e leadesrhip. Hut for the teacher, the child with the
special defects present!; a peculiar problem and the needs for special
treatment of this problem are pressing. The following program of
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procedure may be suggestive. It may be divided into four steps. The
first step is to determine just what the problem is, that is, to ascer
tain for example why John cannot learn to read. This calls for a
thorough diagnosis of his case. We must determine his characteristics
which are retarding progress. :Suppose that the diagnosis reveals the
following facts: (1) John is suffering from malnutrition; (2) his
attendance has been very irregular; (3) he has defective vision; (4)
he had difficulty with eye-shifting that is, he gets confused when the
eyes are shifted from the end of one line of printed matter to the be
ginning of the next; and (5) he lacks interest in reading. All of
these characteristics constitute a hindrance to progress in reading.
Now what does the diagnosis reveal in the way of characteristics
which favor progress? (1) John has high native aiblity: (2) he has
no speech defects. that is. he can work out the pronunciation of words
and can articulate properly: amI (3) he is ambitious to learn in some of
his other subjects.

The next step calls for a plan of remedial treatment. Visit to
John's parents may result in a plan for removing the first three of
the difficulties. If the parents will ~et in touch with a physician the
malnutrition can he overcome. A visit to the eye specialist will pro
vide ~lasses suitable for effective vision. And the parents can co
operate with the teacher in keeping John in school regularly. The
lack of interest may be overcome in various ways, but perhaps some
g001 results can he obtained if John can he shown that the ahility to
read ef fectively is ahsolutely essential in the so~ution of the problems
that arise in the other phases of his school wbrk, for it is to be re
rm:mher that John is ambitious. As to the difficulty in eye-shift
ing, there should be some specialty prepared reading material where
the lines are spaced widely apart so that there will be no difficulty in
picking up the new line when the one above it is finished. As he be
comes more and more proficient in reading this widely-spaced material,
the lines shuld ~raduaJly be brought closer and closer again until the
normal spacing is resumed.

The third step in dealing with this case is the execution of the
plan. It should be executed with vigor and determination, yet with
of the patience and kindly interest that it is possible for the teacher
to have.

The fourth step is the evaluation of the whole procedure. Check
up on each phase of the remedial program. Has the malnutrition been
overcome? Have the glasses been properly fitted, as was requested?
Is John attending regularly now? Has every effort been put forth
to make his reading material interesting? Is his di fficulty with eye
shi fting overcome?

This is only a hypothetical case but it is a suggestive program.
The writer thoroughly believes that many of the problem cases which
have been given up as hopeless might have been salvaged if the prop
er procedure had been followed. I £ we couId remove some of the
misconceptions concerning the nature of so-called talents and defects
in school children, the teacher would go about the task of red~cming
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the unfortunate ones with greater hope and determination.
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